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ABSTRACT
This paper aims at giving an update on the most versatile adaptive optics fed instrument to date, the well
known and successful NACO∗. Although NACO is only scheduled for about two more years† at the Very Large
Telescope (VLT), it keeps on evolving with additional operation modes bringing original astronomical results.
The high contrast imaging community uses it creatively as a test-bench for SPHERE‡ and other second generation
planet imagers. A new visible wavefront sensor (WFS) optimized for Laser Guide Star (LGS) operations has
been installed and tested, the cube mode is more and more requested for frame selection on bright sources, a
seeing enhancer mode (no tip/tilt correction) is now offered to provide full sky coverage and welcome all kind
of extragalactic applications, etc. The Instrument Operations Team (IOT) and Paranal engineers are currently
working hard at maintaining the instrument overall performances but also at improving them and offering new
capabilities, providing the community with a well tuned and original instrument for the remaining time it is
being used. The present contribution delivers a non-exhaustive overview of the new modes and experiments that
have been carried out in the past months.
Keywords: Adaptive Optics, High Angular Resolution, High Contrast Imaging, Very Large Telescope, Infrared
Astronomy
1. NACO: PARTICULARITIES, SCIENCE RETURN, CONTEXT AND LIFETIME
NACO is an adaptive optics (AO) fed near infrared (NIR) imager and spectrometer at the 8-meter Very Large
Telescope (VLT) ran by the European Southern Observatory (ESO). It was commissioned in 20011 and offered
to the community in october 2002 (periode 70). For a detailed description of NACO see Lenzen et al.2 and
Rousset et al.3 The first reference describes the scientific instrument CONICA and its many operating modes
and the second one gives an overview of the NAOS AO system.
NAOS’ originality comes from the fact it has several Shack-Hartmann type wavefront sensors (WFS) allowing
classical visible light sensing, LGS sensing at 589 nm, and last but not least an near infrared (NIR) WFS allowing
to use very red object as natural guide stars (NGS). This latter feature has been a tremendous advantage for
the long-term study of the galactic center4–6 as well as to probe dust embedded young stellar objects,7 IR-bright
Corresponding author’s e-mail: jgirard@eso.org
∗NACO: Nasmyth Adaptive Optics System NAOS and the Near-Infrared Imager and Spectrograph CONICA
†NACO’s decommissioning is currently scheduled at the end of 2011.
‡SPHERE: Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrast Exoplanet REsearch
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active galactic nuclei, characterize asteroids and other solar system bodies,8 directly image low-mass stellar
companions,9,10 etc.
Being an almost 10-year old AO system sensing the turbulent wavefront over the 8-meter VLT primary mirror
with up to 185 sub-pupils, NAOS performances in terms of Strehl ratios are modest in today’s context. However,
the number and combinations of operation modes offered by CONICA and its six different cameras makes the
NACO instrument still very attractive. The addition of new modes over the past few years11 have made NACO an
even more versatile instrument offering a four-quadrant phase mask (4QPM),12 simultaneous differential imaging
(SDI) and polarimetric capabilities.13 In the high contrast imaging world, NACO is one of the few AO systems
that runs an Aladdin-3 detector (upgraded in 2005) allowing to operate between 1 and 5 µm. Lately, it has
been shown that if shorter wavelengths provide in general better spatial resolution, the 4 µm region (L-band) is
particularly suited for exoplanet search and characterization.14 In 2009, the spectrum of the exoplanet HR 8799
c was obtained thanks to NACO grism spectroscopy in the L-band.15
2. HEALTH, OPERATIONS & PERFORMANCES
NACO is maintained and operated by ESO staff at the Paranal Observatory in northern Chile. The most common
setups are supported in Service Mode (SM) operations so that users do not have to travel to the observatory
and they do get the atmospheric constraints they requested as well as quality controlled data products.16 This
section focuses onto two modes of operations which can be coupled with many other modes: LGS and cube mode
(detector readout mode). They allow different observing strategies and now influence the results, the efficiency
and therefore the capabilities of NACO.
To illustrate one powerful technique associated to the operations with LGS. The well known galactic center
group lead by R. Genzel has been recently awarded time on NACO to use prism spectroscopy (not currently
offered) associated with LGS AO correction. The great potential of this association of modes is illustrated in
Figure 1. Although the weather prevented the team from getting any scientifically useful data, images in Lp
and Ks bands were acquired and matched spatially to a spectrum acquire with the prism at very low spectral
resolution. The idea is to carry out photometry from 1 to 4 µm simultaneously, sending all the IR light to
CONICA provided NAOS is correcting the wavefront via the LGS. A rough but sufficient spectral calibration
was made possible thanks to imaging the slit through every possible narrow and intermediate-band filters inside
CONICA and extrapolating the dispersion solution across the detector array. Though spectral lines are not
properly resolved, one can associate one pixel coordinates to one wavelength. No flare occurred during this
preliminary run.
2.1 LGS: improved performances
Since the PARSEC17 laser guide star facility18,19 (LGSF) was introduced at the VLT in Nov 2007, it has gradually
improved to lately become a robust and reliable system, scheduled approximately 8 to 10 nights per month with
NACO or SINFONI. However, when feeding NACO, only the 7×7 lenselet array could be used under median
atmospheric conditions due to the LGS spot size and brightness with respect to the field of view and speed of the
WFS. Therefore, the performances with LGS were significantly lower than with a natural guide star (NGS) even
using the object as tip/tilt (TT) star. The expected 20% Ks-band strehl ratio (SR) loss due to the cone effect
(LGS at finite distance) was never reached. Considering a decent Ks-band SR of 50% achievable with NGS, one
could expect to get around 35 to 40% using the LGS, which corresponds to a V∼12 at nominal laser power. In
February 2010, a new WFS array with 14×14 lenslets was installed by a team composed by the original NAOS
engineers of LAOG and ESO staff. Each of the sub-pupils now sees a field of view twice as large as the NGS
14×14 array (4.6′′instead of 2.3′′) hence the LGS spot centroids (local wavefront slopes) are well calculated and
the performances are improved at constant laser power and atmospheric conditions. The Figure 2 shows an
image of the new array, a K-band image featuring a 35% strehl ratio obtained with a good but not exceptional
seeing, and a 1′×1′corrected field centered on the star cluster Omega Centauri.20 The gain in sensitivity beween
open-loop to closed-loop is tremendous (at least 3 magnitudes). On this image, anisoplanestism errors are seen
on the edges of the field. However, they are small because the seeing, coherence time and isoplanetic patch were
good, better than average on Paranal. Another reason to the somewhat wide field AO correction obtained here
is the fact that LGS and TT star aren’t perfectly superimposed. The TT star is the brightest star close to the
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Figure 1. Illustration of the potential of the prism spectroscopy as simultaneous photometry from J to M bands. Thanks
to the use of the LGS the whole NIR spectrum from 1 to over 4 µm can be used for the scientific detector.
center of the field. If the LGS is slightly off-axis, not a single star will benefit from the optimal high order AO
correction and TT correction however, a larger area will benefit from both.
Figure 2. Improved performances of the LGS with NACO due to the new 14×14 lenslet array visible on the top left of the
Figure (four actuators are poked for alignment purposes). The image at the bottom left corner shows a promising 35%
K-band strehl ratio (diffraction limited core) obtained with the LGS. The center and right images illustrate the potential
of wide field correction with a 1′×1′field centered on the star cluster Omega Centauri.
The new lenslet array is now offered transparently to the user, when the atmospheric conditions and laser
power allow its use. Typically one needs a coherence time above 2.5 ms and a continuous laser power (off to the
sky) of over 4W. Since April 2010, the Seeing Enhancer (SE) mode was introduced to the community, allowing
operations without TT correction and therefore full sky coverage. SE mode brings NACO to the extragalactic
community. Even if the seeing is only improved by a factor two along the line of sight, the sensitivity is multiplied
by a factor four and hence, high-redshift galaxies can be imaged in the NIR.
2.2 Cube mode: powerful and popular
Cube mode (sometimes called ”burst mode”) has been implemented in 2008. It is now widely used because of the
reasons exposed in Figure 3 and not only on bright sources because it is proven to be more efficient in time than
the classical readout modes. Indeed, when cube mode is enabled, each frame (DIT∗∗) is transfered to a buffer
which is read only at the very end of the sequence of DIT (NDIT). It is more efficient in terms of overheads (less
down time at the VLT) and allows to have more control on the images via postprocessing. Since the best frames
can be selected (the least affected by the atmospheric turbulence or the best AO corrected ones), centered one
by one at sub-pixel accuracy, one can get enhanced final image quality, improved detection limits, etc.
Figure 3. Cube mode applied to AO correction enhancement on bright sources.21
Today, the cube mode is not fully supported by the NACO pipeline which uses the mean of all images (just
as if no cube mode was used) to produced the final stacked image. When this is still very useful for a quick look
on the data quality, the expert user is encouraged to develop his/her own routines to fully exploit the potential
of the mode. In the case of pupil tracking mode applied for angular differential imaging (ADI), a large image
smearing is observed close to zenith due to the fast rotation of the field. The cube mode is then essential to
recenter and derotate each frame, preserving the contrast, hence the angular resolution.
3. NEW OPERATION MODES
In this section, new operation modes are described briefly with their performances and parameter spaces. The
first one is about coronagraphy and direct imaging of extrasolar planets. The second one brings back older high
angular resolution techniques that were used when simple AO was still a technological challenge. These new
modes are designed for ”niche science” as they are only useful under certain assumptions and/or conditions.
∗∗DIT: Discrete Integration Time
3.1 APP: Apodizing Phase Plate coronagraph
The Apodizing Phase Plate (APP) coronagraph22–24was installed inside CONICA in November 2009 and suc-
cessfully commissioned25,26 in April 2010. It is offered for the P86 period starting in October this year. It consist
of a plate in the pupil plane which generates certain optical path differences causing the PSF in the focal plane
to be half-obscured as shown on Figure 4.
Expected gain in contrast
close to the parent star
Image plane
Pupil plane
Theory Practice
VLT/NaCo
4.05 µm
APP (Apodizing Phase Plate) coronagraph: theory & practice
0.2-0.7”
Simulations
Figure 4. APP concept, realization and expected gain. A comparison of the theoretical PSF with respect to the real PSF
obtained with NACO is also shown on the left.
Designed for the L-band, it provides an improved detection limit from 1.8 to 7 λ/D at 4.08 µ m (Figure 5, an
optimal wavelength for direct imaging of cool extrasolar planets. The contrast curve at the right of Figure 4 is
flat on the obscured side as diffraction rings are suppressed. This translates to nearly a 8 magnitude difference
detection capability from 0.2 to 0.7” arcsecond distance from the parent star (∆mag of 10 is achieved in L’-band).
APP coronagraph: successful commissioning (April 2010)
exoplanet Beta Pictoris b 
demonstration
(preliminary)
VLT/NaCo
4.05 µm
• Beta Pic  b confirmed again
• Separation: 0.''354 ± 0''.010  (~6 AU)
• PA: 209.13 deg ± 2.00 deg
• Delta mag: 7.75 ± 0.23 mag 
• In agreement with  Lagrange et al. 2010
• Quanz et al. 2010 (in Prep)
4.05 µm
Contrast curve
(clean side of the PSF)
Figure 5. Main results of the NACO APP commissioning. The plot shown on the left is the contrast curve measured on the
clean part of the PSF on an unresolved star under good but not exceptional atmospheric conditions (seeing around 0.7”).
In the center is shown the reduced Beta Pictoris image obtained after PSF subtraction, recentering and derotation. The
exoplanet Beta Pictoris b is clearly enhanced by the APP and all parameters (brightness ratio, position angle, separation)
are in total agreement with the recent Science paper by Lagrange et al.?
The APP affects any point of the field and therefore does not require any special alignement like the classical
focal plane masks. APP data is thus processed exactly the same way as classical imaging data. The APP
performances are enhanced when combined to cube mode and pupil tracking.
3.2 noAO: open-loop ”speckle” mode
Technical time was spent in january 2010 to investigate the performances of open-loop imaging with NACO.
One could think speckle imaging techniques are outdated, especially with an AO equipped 8-meter telescope.
However We have reasons to believe that for certain applications and under mediocre atmospheric conditions,
the noAO mode could be useful, particularly for astrometric purposes.
Two different approaches were then applied for the data analysis. The first one (Figure 6) makes use of
Weigelt’s bispectrum method (here after called speckle masking). This project led by Sridharan Rengaswamy28
gives promising results for small fields of view, strehl ratios of the order of 60-90% (J to K bands), and the ability
to separate very close companions. On rather bright objects the reconstructed intensity maps surpass the AO
corrected images - taken the same night- though the absolute photometric calibration is less precise (of the order
of 10%). It should also be applicable to extended objects and represents a good alternative to AO for the 1-1.2
µm wavelength range or for any wavelength when the seeing conditions are too bad for AO.
noAO mode: speckle masking technique
closed loop AO
Weigelt’s Bispectrum method adapted by S.  Rengaswamy
~90% K-band Strehl ratio obtained
~70% in J-band!
open-loop + speckle masking reconstruction
best imagebad image
mean imagereconstructed image mean image
HIP24800
VLT/NaCo
1.7x1.7” Sub-field
Ks and J bands
seeing ~0.5”
DITs: 40 ms (J)
~40% K-band Strehl ratio
~22% J-band Strehl ratio
Ks
Ks
Figure 6. Some results of the speckle masking experiment28 applied on a 0.16′′separation binary star. Comparison between
the reconstructed intensity map (bottom left) and the closed-loop AO image (bottom right) is given. Seeing conditions
were excellent for this test.
For the second approach(Figure 7), Rainer Scho¨del is revisiting the speckle holography technique. The
reference star for image reconstruction can be chosen a posteriori and it is possible to use several reference stars
simultaneously. This opens the possibility to deal with effects of anisoplaneticity. The diffraction limit is reached
over a larger field and hence this method is particularly suited for precise astrometry.
Just as cube mode, the noAO mode is an ”expert mode” and no pipeline support will be provided. A quick
look at the last image of each cube, seeing limited, ensures of the presence of the object onto the CONICA
subfield.
3.3 Sparse Aperture Masking (SAM) interferometry and pupil tracking
A paper by Tuthill et al. was presented at this conference29 about the SAM technique. Several aperture masks
can be placed in a pupil plane inside CONICA and the mode is getting closer to its maturity.
noAO mode: speckle holography technique
Work in progress on crowded fields by R. Schödel
Holography
AO PSF
AO
Holography PSF
Preliminary
VLT/NaCo
S13 Field
Ks-band
NGC3603
!"#$%.
Figure 7. Speckle holography technique applied to the NGC3603 cluster. The holography image on the right is nearly as
deep as the AO-corrected one on the left (the 3-σ detection limit is ∼Ks = 18 in both cases). However it is advantageously
more suitable for astrometry as every single star of the field appears in its true position, unaffected by AO-induced
distorsion effects. The holography PSF itself is very clean, diffraction limited with a K-band strehl reaching 65%, about
2.5 times superior to the closed-loop PSF which suffers an obvious waffle-mode pattern.
As a by product of the SAM mode implementation, NACO can now also be operated in pupil tracking (PT)
in classical imaging modes or coronagraphy, providing a somewhat stabilized PSF and a rotating field of view
allowing angular differential imaging (ADI).30 ADI is not offered as a mode per se but it has become recurrently
requested because it allows a clean PSF subtraction without the need of observing a reference star at the same
paralactic angle. Of course, PT at a nasmyth focus can produce undesirable effects such as image drifts when
the object passes close to zenith and the field rotation is fast.
4. IDEAS
There are a number of ideas to keep upgrading NACO. They arise from various teams, consortia and sometimes
are just obvious or natural because some new concepts need an 8-meter class telescope to be tested and to provide
their best. Of course, none of these are officially planned at the moment and they could only be programed if
NACO were to stay longer at the VLT nasmyth focus. In this paper, we are only mentioning a few ideas,
independently from any official or strategical standpoints. Here is a non-exhaustive list of ideas:
• New SAM masks (e.g., an non-redundant anular mask).
• A Vector Vortex Coronagraph31(VVC): perhaps the most pertinent and feasible idea in the context of L-
band imaging of extrasolar planets given the exciting results obtained at Mount Palomar32 on the tripple
system HR8799. A VVC working above 3 µm would have to be manufactured and inserted inside CONICA.
• Fast CCD camera at visitor focus or in place of CONICA: speckle interferometry and lucky imaging in the
visible.
• SAM with pupil densification:33 the concept of hypertelescope could be tested on sky with a few tens
of sub-pupils.34 Quite difficult to implement as two sets of microlenses would have to be aligned inside
CONICA at low temperatures.
• etc.
5. CONCLUSION
NACO is one of the most requested ground-based instrument at the VLT and therefore in the world. It has
generated original and well cited publications, some of which corresponding to ESO’s cornerstone results. At
nearly 10 years of extensive use, the question of maintaining NACO or replacing it arises while several second-
generation VLT instruments are being manufactured. NACO not only serves as test bench and survey tool
for SPHERE but also allows to carry on programs in a different parameter space, notably thanks to L-band
imaging/spectroscopy, IR wavefront sensing and LGS aided observations. Lately, the need for a new 1-5 µm
diffraction-limit imager for the VLT has been addressed35 to fill the gap left by NACO once decommissioned.
Nevertheless the NACO community is pushing hard to keep it on-sky another few periods.
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